THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
of Indo-Chinese railways. On the good side, it has enabled them to
be built when no private company would run the risk or survive the
losses. Although they do not run at a loss* and there is a slight surplus
to their credit, yet the profits earned by the railways of Java and Skm
have no counterpart in Indo-China. The colony's railways have one
of the smallest freight services in the world, and their running expenses
are among the highest. Even out of the Yunnan railway, which is
extremely profitable because of its heavy passenger traffics the
gets only an infinitesimal share of the profits. Fortunately, in 1936,
the state wound up the last lawsuits of the Yunnan Company. In
addition, the colony's budget must pay interest on the railway loans,
for the income from the railways is barely enough to pay for their
running expenses. Many claim that when the whole network of
is completed the railways will finally pay. This is problematical in
that the railways, in most cases, follow the waterways, and are
paralleled by roads. The fundamental mistake seems to have been in
laying down railways out of political rather than economic considera-
tions. The regions having the largest popuktion and the	de-
veloped production have been neglected, and the rails built through
rather deserted country. Branch lines would permit the railway to put
life into untouched regions, but all the lines are like the Ytmnan~fou
—frail ribbons without the vitality which a network of judiciously
branch lines would give.
The expense of these railways does not permit releasing the natives
from their life as burden-bearers. The Annamites have no aversion for
the railway—on the contrary, they crowd the fourth         and
all the railways* meagre profits. Monopoly, graft, and a inisc»nceptioa
of the railway's economic function have been the stoinblii^-bloete to
Indo*China*s railways* In its present state of development, railways
are a luxury equipment, by which the natives have oat as yet the
means to profit. So mudfa, railway construction was a
exaggeration of the means of commtinkatiofi before a c»iresp0iidii!g
development of the means of production,
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'The same criticism* in large measure, caa be leveled	the
orgy of road building which has been indulged in within
Indc^Chioa is naftiraly mcfowed with good "wafeerwifs,        Codua-
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